mouse click, college students Two experiments compared performances on conditional discrimination tasks using singleparticipant designs with and without speed contingencies. Experiment I was a systematic replication of Spencer and Chase (I996). Experiment 2 presented equal numbers of training and testing trials. In each experiment, 2 female undergraduates participated. Each formed three fivemember and three seven-member equivalence classes in Experiments I and 2, respectively. Response speed was an in-verse function of nodal number and relational type in Experiment I , but only of relational type (i.e., baseline, symmetry, transitivity, and equivalence) in Experiment 2, with and without the speed contingency. Accuracy tended to peak without the speed contingency in both experiments. Adding the speed contingency increased response speeds in both experiments, more so in Experiment 2 with a lower limited hold for I participant. The results of Experiment 2 cast doubt on previous reports of the nodality effect and on the notion of "relatedness" among class members, and they support a reinforcement-contingency, rather than a structural, account of equivalence class formation.
Stimulus equivalence requires that relations among stimuli demonstrate the properties of reflexivity, symmetry, and transitivity. Typically, the three properties are assessed following matching-to-sample training to establish conditional discriminations. Reflexivity is confirmed when each stimulus is conditionally related to itself, as in identity matching (i.e., if A, then A; if B, then B). Symmetry is demonstrated when trained conditional relations (e.g., AB) are shown to be bidirectional on tests (e.g., BA; i.e., if A, then B; if B, then A) . When two stimuli (e.g., A and C) are each conditionally related to a third stimulus (e.g., B) in training (e.g., via AB and BC training), transitivity is demonDedicated to the memory of Harrington Gosling, my compass to behavior analysis.
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Address correspondence and reprint requests to A. A. Imam, 59-52 I56th Street, Flushing, New York 1135 55I7 (E-mail: aimam@africamail.com). strated if those two stimuli are conditionally related to one another without training (if A, then C). In this case, selecting A in the presence of C (if C, then A) is considered a test for equivalence because it simultaneously demonstrates symmetry and transitivity (Saunders & Green, I992; Sidman, I990; Sidman & Tail by, I 982) . For this reason, a test requiring such performance has been described as a combined test for equivalence (e.g., Saunders & Green, 1992; Spencer & Chase, 1996) or simply as an equivalence test (Sidman, 1994, p. 224) . In this example, if all the test results were positive, the inference could be made that A, B, and C stimuli constitute an equivalence class.
Demonstrations of equivalence, whether through separate tests of each of the properties or through the equivalence test, have been provided in numerous studies. Some have shown that class size can be increased by new conditional discrimination training (e.g., Saunders, Wachtel& Spradlin, 1988; Sid-man, Kirk, & Willson-Morris, 1985; Sidman & Tailby, I 982) . For example, after three-member (ABC) classes are established, CD and DE training could yield fourmember (ABCD) and then five-member (ABCDE) classes, respectively. When conditional relations satisfy the properties of equivalence, the stimuli involved in these relations become members of an equivalence class. By virtue of their memSpeed Contingencies, Number of Stimulus Presentations, and the Nodality Effect in Equivalence Class Formation Abdulrazaq A. Imam American University of Beirut bership in the class, the stimuli are substitutable for one another, ipso facto (Sidman, 1990 (Sidman, , 1994 cf. Fields, Adams, & Verhave, 1993) . This is most assuredly due to the common history of reinforcement established during training. When new stimuli join a class by training, therefore, the new members become equivalent to the old ones (see Sidman, 1994, p. 543 ).
An alternative view of class membership suggests that the structural network of connections among class members may reflect performances that indicate differing degrees of relatedness among the stimuli (Fields & Verhave, 1987) . According to this view, variables such as nodality may influence relatedness among class members (e.g., Fields, Adams, Verhave, & Newman, 1990) . Nodality refers to the connections established by training among class members. A node is a stimulus that connects two other stimuli by training. For example, given AB and BC training, B is a node, and given AB, BC, and CD training, B and C are nodes. Fields and Verhave suggested that as the ''associative distance'' increases, accuracy of performances on tests of emergent relations should diminish, associative distance being the number of intervening nodes required for the demonstration of equivalence. Accordingly, accuracy should decline from one-node to two-node and three-node trials. Various authors have adopted ''nodal distance'' to refer to the number of intervening nodes among class members (e.g., Bentall, Jones, & Dickins, 1998; Fields et al., 1990; Fields, Landon-Jimenez, Buffington, & Adams, 1995; Fields & Verhave, 1987; Spencer & Chase, 1996) . The term nodal number, however, avoids the implied hypothetical ''distance between stimuli'' and focuses on the directly observable number of nodes (Sidman, 1994, p. 539) . Therefore, nodal number is adopted here.
A number of studies have reported findings that appear to indicate differential nodality effects on equivalence class formation (e.g., Bentall et al., 1998; Fields et al., 1995; Kennedy, 1991; Kennedy, Itkonen, & Lindquist, 1994; Spencer & Chase, 1996; see Fields et al., 1993 , for a review). Some of these studies used response latency or speed in addition to response accuracy as measures of conditional discrimination performance (e.g., Bentall et al., 1998; Spencer & Chase, 1996) . Spencer and Chase and Bentall et al. reported inverse relations between speed of responding on tested relations and nodal number. Moreover, Spencer and Chase reported declines in accuracy and speed as a function of ''trial type'' (p. 644), from baseline, to symmetry, transitivity, and equivalence trials (see also Bentall, Dickins, & Fox, 1993) . Because trial type usually describes particular trial configurations such as Sample A1 with Comparisons B1B2B3 (e.g., Saunders & Green, 1999; Sidman et al., 1985) , to avoid confusion, the term relational type is adopted here to refer to trials presenting trained (baseline) relations and those presenting tests for symmetry, transitivity, or equivalence.
Studies of equivalence reporting response latency have used different methods to determine latency (e.g., Bentall et al., 1993; Spencer & Chase, 1996; Wulfert & Hayes, 1988) , raising questions about the generality of the reported effects of nodality and relational types. When they determined latency from the presentation of the comparison stimuli to the selection of a comparison, Wulfert and Hayes and Bentall et al. found differences in response latency between baseline and transitivity trials but not between baseline and symmetry trials. In contrast, Spencer and Chase defined latency as the time between a required response to the sample stimulus and a response to a comparison stimulus. They reported different speeds across baseline, symmetry, and transitivity trials, and accounted for the difference between their results and those of the earlier studies in terms of the difference in the method of measuring latency. All the studies that have reported differential nodality effects have programmed contingencies for accuracy, and although some of them have used latency or speed as a secondary measure to assess the substitutability of class members, none has programmed contingencies for speed of responding. It is important to manipulate contingencies on speed directly, in light of Sidman's (1994) argument that stimulus equivalence is a direct product of reinforcement contingencies. The present study represents a step in that direction.
Some of the previous reports of nodality effects on response speed used group designs (e.g., Bentall et al., 1993; Spencer & Chase, 1996) . Bentall et al., for example, compared classes formed by ''preassociated,'' ''nameable,'' and ''abstract'' stimuli with different groups of participants. Spencer and Chase studied groups of participants who received instructions, queries, or nothing (standard group). Both studies, although presenting individual data, reported statistical analyses based on the group data (cf. Sidman, 1960) . The present study adopted a single-participant design, manipulating the presence and absence of reinforcement contingency on response speed across two conditions in two experiments. The first experiment replicated the standard condition from Spencer and Chase's study. The purpose of the first experiment was to explore the effects of the speed contingency while staying as close as possible to the procedures used in the Spencer and Chase study. The second experiment controlled for the overall number of presentations of training and testing trials, and was designed to address some of the problems that arise from the imbalance in the number of presentations of stimuli in the Spencer and Chase study and the smaller class size in Experiment 1. In both experiments, statistical analyses involved response speeds for individual participants only.
EXPERIMENT 1
Experiment 1 examined the effects of reinforcement contingencies on response speeds in two conditions, using distinct sets of arbitrary stimuli for each condition. In the accuracy-only condition, positive feedback followed class-consistent choices only. This condition was a systematic replication of the procedures implemented for the standard group in the Spencer and Chase (1996) study. In the accuracy-and-speed condition, only class-consistent choices that occurred within a specified period received positive feedback. A comparison of speed performance in the two conditions would reveal the differential effects of the speed contingency. Response speeds should be faster in the accuracy-and-speed condition than in the accuracy-only condition. If the associative distance notion holds, both accuracy and speed measures should be inverse functions of nodal number and relational type in both conditions, in concert with the findings of Spencer and Chase.
METHOD

Participants
Two female undergraduate students (aged 19 and 21 years) of the American University of Beirut participated. They answered a notice-board announcement for human participants in psychological research. They then signed an informed consent agreement specifying how often and for how long they would participate in the experiment, the method of payment, and when they would be paid.
Participants earned a point for every correct response regardless of whether they received feedback in the block of trials. When no feedback was available during test blocks, their points were recorded on the computer but they were not informed of their earnings during or after the session. They received money for all points earned at the end of the study. They earned at a rate of LL 31.00 (equivalent to $0.02 U.S.) per point. In addition, for every hour of participation, they earned LL 4,500.00 (equivalent to $3.00 U.S.).
Apparatus
Arbitrary stimuli were displayed on the screen of a Macintosh computer, with the sample stimulus always at the center and the locations of the three comparison stimuli randomly determined at the corners of the screen, leaving one position blank, from trial to trial. Each location was a white square (4.7 cm by 4.7 cm) against a black background. The participants responded to sample and comparison stimuli by placing the cursor on a stimulus with the computer's mouse and clicking the mouse button once. Pressing outside the boundaries of the location of the stimuli produced no programmed consequences and was counted as an error. The computer automatically recorded responses and their latencies. The interval between responding to the sample stimulus and selecting a comparison stimulus defined latency. The experimenter later calculated the response speed as the inverse of the latency value.
Sequence of Conditions and Stimuli
Conditions. The participants experienced the two conditions in a different order. Rhonda experienced the accuracy-only condition Pretraining. Before implementing any training procedures, a demonstration of the matching-to-sample procedure was conducted for one correct and one incorrect response, using lower-and uppercase English letters. The participants then completed the remaining 24 trials. Although they were required to complete all remaining trials correctly to continue their participation, Rhonda responded incorrectly on one of these trials. A follow-up questionnaire revealed that she knew all the correct choices but had not mastered the use of the mouse. Therefore, she was allowed to continue her participation.
Training Procedure
Accuracy-only training (Phase 1). The participants learned four sets of conditional relations (A1B1, A2B2, A3B3; B1C1, B2C2, B3C3; C1D1, C2D2, C3D3; D1E1, D2E2, D3E3) through matching-to-sample procedures. One set of stimulus relations was taught at a time, in the order AB, BC, CD, and DE. A training block consisted of 36 trials distributed as shown in Table 1 . The criterion for advancing from one stage of training to another was at least 90% correct on one block (for Rhonda) or two consecutive blocks (for Margo) of trials with only one error allowed per relation per block.
Accuracy-and-speed training (Phase 2). Training procedures generally were as described for Phase 1 except that, in addition, participants had to select a comparison within 2 s of responding to the sample to receive points for correct responses. The mean latency from the criterion baseline maintenance blocks for Rhonda was 1.54 s; therefore, a 2-s limited hold was adopted for her. Because Margo received the accuracy-and-speed condition first, her limited hold was arbitrarily set at 2 s. Responses that were consistent with the designated stimulus-stimulus relations were considered incorrect and did not earn points if they did not meet the latency requirement. Furthermore, the criteria described for the different stages of training in Phase 1 also applied to the latency requirement in Phase 2, in addition to the accuracy requirements. Thus, for example, no more than one error per relation per block could be a speed error, even when the minimum 90% correct criterion had been achieved for the number of required consecutive blocks.
Baseline maintenance. Before testing began, the participants' performance had to meet the training criterion of at least 90% correct responses on five consecutive blocks of extinction trials with only one error allowed per relation per block. In Phase 2, as noted above, the criterion applied to both response accuracy and response speed. Before the beginning of the baseline maintenance blocks, the participants received instructions to expect no more feedback even though they continued to earn points for correct responses (see Spencer & Chase, 1996 , p. 647), as described above.
Retraining. Although Rhonda performed above the 90% criterion in Phase 1, she received two remedial training blocks for a relation on which she consistently made incorrect responses in baseline maintenance. In Phase 2, both participants received similar retraining.
Testing Procedure
At the start of each testing session, the participant was advised of the absence of feedback on the ensuing trials. In accordance with Spencer and Chase's (1996) procedure, baseline trials were randomly intermixed with symmetry (BA, CB, DC, and ED), transitivity (AC, AD, AE, BD, BE, and CE), and equivalence (CA, DA, EA, DB, EB, and EC) test trials in different proportions, across three stages; namely, symmetr y, transitivity, and equivalence test stages. The baseline trials in each test block consisted of three presentations of each of the 12 trained sample-comparison stimuli. Table 3 Number of trials of each relational type in equivalence, transitivity, and symmetry test blocks in Experiment 1. Note. Numbers in parentheses represent the number of test blocks used to determine criterion of correct responses.
transitivity and the symmetry stages consisted of 60 trials. Three such blocks were required to present all the emergent relations shown in Table 2 during these testing stages. In each transitivity test block, for example, the 18 transitivity test trials were intermixed with six of the equivalence test trials, one class at a time. The 12 symmetry test trials in each symmetry test block were intermixed with six each of the equivalence and the transitivity trials, one class at a time. Thus, during symmetry testing, three test blocks each contained one of the three equivalence and one of the three transitivity sample-comparison sets separately by class. In each of the three testing stages, participants received each block of trials at least three times. Table 3 presents the total number of trials of each relational type contained in test blocks used to determine the criteria for correct responses at each stage of testing in each phase. In line with Spencer and Chase (1996) , the table shows that the number of presentations varied by relational type (756, 216, 162 , and 108 for baseline, transitivity, equivalence, and symmetry, respectively) and by nodal number.
No programmed consequences occurred on any trial in any test blocks. The criterion for class-consistent performance during testing was at least 90% on three consecutive blocks. Each stage required a minimum of three blocks, although the trials that constituted a block in transitivity and symmetry testing were subdivided into three, containing one set of equivalence trials each (see Table  3 ). Several blocks were implemented for each participant during testing sessions. Rhonda completed three to four blocks in seven sessions ranging in duration from 18 to 29 min. Margo completed three to six blocks in four sessions lasting between 23 and 47 min. In Phase 2, tests followed those described for Phase 1. The criteria used in Phase 2 applied to both accuracy and speed of correct responses. Many blocks of testing were implemented for each participant. Rhonda completed the testing phase in 14 sessions, lasting from 5 to 38 min and consisting of one to six blocks. Margo completed this phase in seven sessions, lasting 31 to 46 min and consisting of five to seven blocks.
RESULTS
For each phase, data analyses involved determination of response accuracy and average speed, first separately by relational types from each testing stage and then together across the testing stages. In the equivalence testing stage, for example, the equivalence and baseline trials were analyzed separately, but all transitivity trials from the equivalence, tran- sitivity, and symmetry testing stages were analyzed together. Throughout, the average speed represents the sum of all speed values of a nodal number or relational type divided by the total number of correct trials on that nodal number or relational type. One-way analysis of variance (ANOVA), with posttest linear trends, was performed on sets of trials constituting each nodal number and relational type for each participant using GraphPad Prism (GraphPad, 2000) .
Training Table 4 presents the total number of training blocks completed by each participant, showing the number of blocks completed for each set of relations in training. Rhonda and Margo required 11 and 15 blocks, respectively, to achieve the accuracy criterion in Phase 1 and 15 blocks each in Phase 2 during training. These numbers are similar to those reported by Spencer and Chase (1996) , in which participants required 12 to 21 blocks.
Margo achieved the standard accuracy criterion in the minimum number of five blocks under baseline maintenance. Rhonda required two blocks of retraining on CD relations before she finally achieved the criterion in five consecutive blocks in Phase 1. In Phase 2, both participants required numerous baseline maintenance blocks (22 blocks for Rhonda, 19 for Margo) before meeting the criterion in five consecutive blocks. Both participants received two retraining blocks each (DE for Rhonda and CD for Margo) before they met the criterion. In both phases, accuracy was at or near 100% for both participants during baseline maintenance. Response speeds of both participants in the two phases followed patterns similar to those reported by Spencer and Chase (1996, p. 650) .
Testing
Each participant completed 22 blocks of testing during the three testing stages in Phase 1 and 56 and 40 blocks, respectively, by Rhonda and Margo in Phase 2 (see Table 4 ). In Phase 1, both participants completed four equivalence test blocks. Each participant met the accuracy criterion in the minimum nine blocks presented in transitivity testing in Phase 1. The same was true of symmetry test blocks. In Phase 2, however, each participant completed substantially more blocks in transitivity testing: 27 blocks by Rhonda and 19 blocks by Margo. The data analyzed were from only the blocks on which participants met the accuracy criterion. The results presented below are the pooled data of all testing stages.
Nodal number. Given the ABCDE training in the present experiment, the number of onenode, two-node, and three-node transitivity and equivalence trials was unbalanced because they included three, two, and one sets of relations, respectively (see Table 2 ). For example, the one-node transitivity trials included the AC, BD, and CE relations, whereas the lone three-node transitivity trials were AE relations. Because of this imbalance in the number of relations per nodal number, following Spencer and Chase (1996) , the BD and DB trials were excluded from the onenode transitivity and equivalence trials, respectively. By equalizing the number of relations represented by one-node and two-node trials, the difference across nodal numbers was minimized.
Figures 2 and 3 present the average speed and percentage correct on transitivity and equivalence test trials, respectively, as a function of nodal number for both participants. Percentage correct on transitivity and equivalence trials for both participants was virtually identical, at or near 100% across the three nodal numbers under the accuracy-only conditions. Under the accuracy-and-speed conditions, accuracy performances for both par- Table 5 Results of ANOVA and posttest linear trend analyses of relational types and nodal numbers of transitivity and equivalence trials for each participant under the accuracy-only and accuracyand-speed conditions in Experiment 1. tivity trials. For both participants, speed was similar on transitivity and equivalence trials, except for Rhonda under the accuracy-only condition in which speed was lower on equivalence trials compared to transitivity trials. The ANO-VA results in Table 5 show a significant effect of relational type for both participants under the two conditions. In addition, the slopes were all negative and statistically significant for both participants in both conditions. Table 6 presents percentage change in response speed from accuracy-only to accuracyand-speed conditions for each participant. There were increases in both participants' response speeds on transitivity and equivalence trials compared by nodal number and relational type across the two phases. Percentage change in speed ranged from 21% to 125% for nodal numbers and from about 25% to 85% for relational types.
DISCUSSION
Four aspects of the results of Experiment 1 are noteworthy. First, adding the speed contingency appreciably increased the speed of correct responding on both baseline and probe trials for the 2 participants. Second, when accuracy ceased to vary as a function of nodal number or relational type, response speed often was a function of these variables, particularly in the accuracy-only condition. Third, response speeds were generally an inverse function of nodal number on transitivity trials, but only in the accuracy-only condition on equivalence trials. Finally, response speeds declined as a function of relational type under the two conditions for both participants.
The last two findings replicate the results of Spencer and Chase (1996) . In the present experiment, response speeds were inverse functions of nodal number on transitivity and equivalence trials for both participants. As noted, the only exceptions occurred for both participants on the equivalence trials of the accuracy-and-speed condition, in which response speed was either unchanged or increased. Margo's accuracy declined on threenode compared to one-node and two-node trials in this condition, suggestive of an inverse relation (see Figure 3) . In addition, Spencer and Chase reported patterns of response speeds similar to those observed in the present experiment, showing similar but faster responses on baseline and symmetry trials than on transitivity and equivalence trials (see also Bentall et al., 1993) . Nodality and relational type accounted for much less variance in the present experiment (see 2 in Table 5), however, compared to the 14% to 18% variance on nodality and 36% to 58% variance on relational type reported by Spencer and Chase. The difference may be because all ANOVAs were performed on individual participants' response speeds involving only three nodes in the present study, as opposed to group data involving five nodes in that of Spencer and Chase.
A common problem with the present experiment and Spencer and Chase's (1996) study is that both employed unbalanced numbers of training and testing trials. In both cases, the number of training trials declined across trained relations. In the present experiment, for example, the totals for the AB, BC, CD, and DE relations were 70, 33, 24, and 18 trials, respectively. Likewise, in testing blocks of the Spencer and Chase study, equivalence, baseline, transitivity, and symmetry trials were presented 135, 108, 90, and 54 times, respectively. In the present experiment, the number of transitivity and equivalence trials of each nodal number varied, as did the number of trials of each relational type (see Table  3 ). Many other studies reporting nodality effects have used unbalanced numbers of training or testing trials across experimental stages (e.g., Bentall et al., 1998, Experiment 1; Fields et al., 1990; Kennedy et al., 1994; Spencer & Chase, 1996) . The observed declining effects of nodal numbers and relational types in the present and previous studies, therefore, were confounded with the decreasing number of presentations of trials in training and testing. These contrast with Kennedy's (1991) procedure, which used a balanced number of testing trials. In his Experiment 1, for example, Kennedy used 20 trials of each nodal number tested, yielding 80 trials of zero-, one-, two-, and three-node relations. In spite of this, however, the nodality effect was observed, albeit for accuracy measures. The restriction of nodal numbers to only three in the present experiment places a limitation on the interpretation of the nodality effect noted. In addition, it remains unknown if a greater number of stimuli participating in class membership would affect speed. The next experiment tested these possibilities.
EXPERIMENT 2
Experiment 2 addressed the problem of the imbalance in the presentation of trials evaluating untrained relations and increased class size to seven. Accordingly, to achieve balance, a protocol was developed involving three phases. In the first phase, henceforth described as ''paced,'' the training and testing blocks were alternated. The tests included equivalence and transitivity tests only. They allowed the assessment of the establishment of equivalence as a function of nodal number under conditions of equal presentation of trials testing the relations derived from the most recently completed training. The second and third phases are henceforth described as ''massed'' to reflect the fact that they included trials testing all applicable untrained relations. In the first massed phase, separate blocks of equivalence, transitivity, and symmetry trials were presented. The final phase was a remedial massed phase that followed failure to demonstrate equivalence during the first massed phase. If unequal numbers of training and testing trials contributed to the effects of nodality observed previously (e.g., Bentall et al., 1998; Spencer & Chase, 1996) and in Experiment 1, such effects should not occur in this experiment, which attempted to equalize the number of trials.
METHOD
Participants
Rhonda and Margo continued to participate. Two new participants (aged 20 and 21 years) answered a notice-board announcement for human participants in psychological research. They then signed an informed consent agreement specifying how often and for how long they would participate in the experiment, as well as the method and time of payment. Participants' earnings were as described in Experiment 1.
Apparatus and Stimuli
The equipment was as described for Experiment 1. Figure 5 presents the stimuli used in the accuracy-only and the accuracy-and-speed conditions. Stimulus characteristics were as described for Experiment 1.
Procedure
The new participants underwent the pretraining procedure described in Experiment 1. Samy scored only 70% correct on the pretraining, and his participation therefore ended. Salma then proceeded to the paced condition first under the accuracy-only condition and then under the accuracy-and-speed condition. Her performance in the accuracy-only condition determined the latency requirement for the accuracy-and-speed condition. number of baseline trials in the training blocks so as to maintain a constant overall total as depicted in Table 7 (paced testing). According to this scheme, all baseline trials except FG were balanced across the paced phase; FG trials were in excess by 18 due to a programming error (see grand total). The first training block remained in effect until the participants attained 90% correct. The number of blocks completed during the AB, BC training determined the number of blocks of subsequent paced training. This constraint on the number of training blocks was required to maintain an equal number of trials of all relations across the blocks of this phase. No programmed consequences occurred in test blocks.
Massed Phase 1. The first massed phase incorporated the tests for equivalence, transitivity, and symmetry not included in the paced phase. Table 8 presents the composition of each of the testing blocks of this phase. Each of the transitivity and equivalence blocks contained 63 trials: one trial of each of three sets of transitivity (AC, AD, AE, AF, AG, BD, BE, BF, BG, CE, CF, CG, DF, DG, and EG) and equivalence (CA, DA, EA, FA, GA, DB, EB, FB, GB, EC, FC, GC, FD, GD, and GE) tests (45 trials each) and one each of the three sets of baseline tests (18 trials). Symmetry testing consisted of three sets of trials testing for the relations designated BA, CB, DC, ED, FE, and GF and the baseline trials. Each block consisted of 72 trials: one of each of the three baseline trials and nine of each of the symmetry trials. Thus, during this phase, the different testing blocks contained one trial each of equivalence, transitivity, and symmetr y tests, respectively, resulting in 54 trials each of baseline and symmetry trials and 45 trials each of transitivity and equivalence trials overall. Testing proceeded from symmetry, to transitivity, to equivalence. No programmed consequences occurred in these blocks.
Massed Phase 2. This phase mimicked the procedures of Experiment 1 because, in addition to the transitivity and symmetry trials, transitivity and symmetry test blocks contained equivalence and baseline trials. Although the equivalence blocks were structured like those of Massed Phase 1, the transitivity and symmetry blocks consisted of unequal numbers of trials testing for the different relations. There were three sets of transitivity blocks, each containing 18 baseline, 45 transitivity, and 15 equivalence trials, and three sets of symmetry blocks, each containing 18 baseline, 36 symmetry, 15 transitivity, and 15 equivalence trials. Participants received this phase only if their performance did not meet criterion on any of the relations in Massed Phase 1.
Sequence of Conditions
The sequence of exposure to these conditions was such that a participant first received the paced phase, then the first massed phase and finally, if needed, the second massed phase. Rhonda and Salma experienced this sequence twice. During the first series, only one block of paced training alternated with one block of testing. Then, both participants went through Massed Phases 1 and 2 before the second series.
RESULTS
Paced Phase
Response-speed data from the first series of paced training and testing blocks were not analyzed because accuracy on these blocks was below criterion for Rhonda and Salma. Rhonda's overall scores in these blocks ranged from 11% to 67% correct on training and from 10% to 27% correct on testing blocks. Salma's training scores ranged from 61% to 83% correct, and testing scores ranged from 25% to 68% correct in the accuracy-only condition. In the accuracy-andspeed condition, Salma's scores ranged from 31% to 92% correct on training blocks and from 5% to 78% correct on test blocks.
In her second paced series, Rhonda completed seven blocks of the AB, BC training before achieving 90% correct responding. da and Salma. Response speeds were a declining function of relational type for both participants in each condition, decreasing from baseline to transitivity and finally to equivalence trials. A one-way ANOVA showed a statistically significant effect of relational type for each participant in all conditions, and all relational-type slopes were negative (see Table 9 ). Under the accuracy-and-speed condition, both participants showed a decline in percentage correct from baseline to transitivity and equivalence trials but little or no difference between the latter two. Note that the number of trials differed considerably on equivalence and transitivity trials (73 and 76 for Rhonda and 81 and 82 for Salma, respectively) compared to baseline trials (152 for both) in this condition compared to the accuracy-only condition, due to the poorer performance. Under the accuracy-only condition, Salma's accuracy was 99% or 100% across relational types.
Massed Phases
In the intervening massed phases between the two paced phases, Rhonda failed all tests, scoring only between 10% and 30% correct in 30 blocks. Therefore, no analysis of response speeds on these blocks was conducted. On her second massed phase exposure, however, she initially scored between 45% and 84% correct on Massed Phase 1 equivalence blocks. After retraining on the FG paced training block (scoring 94% to 100% on five blocks), Rhonda achieved the criterion 90% correct on three consecutive blocks of symmetry, transitivity, and equivalence testing.
In 24 blocks of her first accuracy-only massed phase testing, Salma scored only 25% to 49% correct. She scored 57% to 87% correct in 21 blocks of her first accuracy-andspeed massed phase testing. Response speeds in these blocks were not analyzed. Following the second paced phase in the accuracy-only condition, Salma achieved criterion performance on all Massed Phase 1 blocks of tests for symmetry, transitivity, and equivalence in only 14 blocks. In the accuracy-and-speed condition, however, Salma completed 35 blocks of massed testing and four blocks of retraining before she achieved criterion on relevant testing blocks. Data analyses on criterion blocks were as described above for the paced phase.
Nodal number. The training required for the ABCDEFG classes yielded five nodal numbers consisting of an unbalanced number of relations representing each nodal number, such that the one-node transitivity and equivalence trials included five sets of relations (AC, BD, CE, DF, EG transitivity; CA, DB, EC, FD, GE equivalence), the two-node trials included four sets (AD, BE, CF, DG transitivity; DA, EB, FC, GD equivalence), the three-node trials included three sets (AE, BF, CG transitivity; EA, FB, GC equivalence), the four-node trials included two sets (AF, BG transitivity; FA, GB equivalence), and the five-node trials included one set (AG transitivity; GA equivalence). As in Experiment 1, and in accordance with Table 11 Percentage change in response speed from accuracy-only to accuracy-and-speed conditions for nodal numbers and relational types on tests of transitivity and equivalence in paced and massed phases for Salma in Experiment 2. node trials (see Figure 9 ). This effect suggests a trade-off between the response speed and the percentage correct measures (see further discussion below). It is noteworthy that the present experiment increased class size to match those of previous studies (e.g., Kennedy, 1991; Spencer & Chase, 1996) that have reported the nodality effect. Another finding in the present experiment is consistent with the results of Experiment 1 and previous studies (e.g., Bentall et al., 1993; Spencer & Chase, 1996) . Response speeds decreased across relational types in the paced phase from baseline, to transitivity, to equivalence, and in the massed phase from baseline to symmetry, to transitivity, and finally to equivalence. All trends were negative functions of relational type, and all were statistically significant. In the accuracy-and-speed conditions, when percentage correct measures did not peak, accuracy on transitivity and equivalence trials was similar but lower than baseline in the paced phase. Although the number of transitivity and equivalence trials in both the paced phase and the Massed Phase 1 were matched, the numbers of baseline trials in the paced phase and baseline and symmetry trials in Massed Phase 1 were higher than those of transitivity and equivalence trials. The differences in the numbers of trials may have contributed to the declining functions between speed and relational types.
In the present experiment, Salma's response speeds substantially increased due to the speed contingency, consistent with and even more than those shown by Rhonda and Margo in Experiment 1. The greater increase in Salma's speed was commensurate with her lower limited hold of 1.5 s compared to 2 s for Rhonda and Margo in both experiments. This provides further support for the efficacy of control by speed contingencies in the demonstration of equivalence classes. In addition, as in Experiment 1, when accuracy had peaked in the accuracy-only condition for Salma, response speeds continued to vary, providing an adequate alternative measure of performance as a function of nodal numbers and relational types.
GENERAL DISCUSSION
Reinforcement Contingency and the Nodality Effect
A major finding of the present study is that nodality effects were observed with unbalanced numbers of trials of trained and emergent relations in Experiment 1 but not with balanced numbers of trials in Experiment 2. Fields et al. (1993) explained earlier findings of the nodality effect as due to the nodal distance of intervening pairs of stimuli in equivalence classes. Spencer and Chase's (1996) support for this notion was replicated in Experiment 1 but not in Experiment 2. Of the combined transitivity and equivalence cases in Experiment 2, only 2 of 12 showed the nodality effect, and even these may be accounted for by the trade-off between accuracy and response speeds (discussed below).
As others have noted, there are both interpretive and empirical problems, sometimes grounded in procedural variations, with some of the studies that have reported the nodality effect (e.g., Saunders & Green, 1999; Sidman, 1994) . Besides using unbalanced numbers of training and testing trial types, some researchers also employed only two comparison stimuli on every trial (e.g., Fields et al., 1990 Fields et al., , 1995 Kennedy, 1991, Experiment 1) , which may produce misleading outcomes on conditional discrimination trials, especially when using percentage correct measures (see Sidman, 1980) . Notably, Kennedy (1991, Experiment 2) found diminished nodality effects with the addition of a third comparison stimulus. In addition, the assessment of the nodality effect sometimes is based on the inclusion of the zero node, represented by tests for symmetry (e.g., Bentall et al., 1998; Fields et al., 1995; Kennedy, 1991; cf. Fields et al., 1990; Spencer & Chase, 1996) . This practice warrants further discussion.
Including the special zero node in the assessment of the nodality effect raises questions about the body of evidence supporting the effect. First, because only symmetry trials usually define the zero node with baseline trials excluded, the practice ignores the fact that symmetry entails the interchangeability of sample and comparison stimuli in trained relations. The appropriateness of excluding baseline trials thus is questionable (see also Sidman, 1994, p. 541) . Second, the definition of a node does not appear to provide for a zero designation. Fields and Verhave (1987) distinguished between nodes and singles. Nodes are stimuli linked by training to at least two other stimuli. Singles are stimuli linked to only one other stimulus by training. Based on these definitions, what would constitute a zero-node relation is at best ambiguous. Given AB and BC training, for example, B is a node, and A and C are singles. Considering BA and CB trials as zero-node tests therefore appears to be misleading. In addition, a node is a stimulus, not a relation. For these reasons, the utility of including zeronode relations in analyses of nodality effect is problematic, especially because excluding them tends to diminish the effects. For example, if the zero-node relations in Kennedy's (1991) cumulative records for individual participants are ignored, the effect of nodality is reduced considerably in Experiment 1 and virtually disappears in Experiment 2.
Sidman conjectured that some of the studies that reported the nodality effect might have included unequal numbers of trials presenting untrained and directly trained relations that are required for equivalence (1994, pp. 541-542) . For example, although two relations (BD and DB) may have one node (C) following AB, AC, and DC training, BD requires BC transitivity and CD symmetr y, whereas DB requires only CB equivalence along with the trained DC relation. The implication is that some equivalence relations with the same nodal numbers may vary in terms of the requisite conditional relations. Unlike the example Sidman used to make this point, however, the linear series (LS) training structure, which has been used in most of the studies that reported the nodality effect (e.g., Bentall et al., 1993 Bentall et al., , 1998 Fields et al., 1990 Fields et al., , 1995 Kennedy et al., 1994; Spencer & Chase, 1996; cf. Kennedy, 1991; Wulfert & Hayes, 1988) appears to circumvent the problem. The LS structure, which involves training the relations AB, BC, CD, DE, and so on in sequence, interspersed with tests for the properties of equivalence, contains an equal number of requisite training and testing relations for each nodal number. In fivemember equivalence classes based on AB, BC, CD, and DE training, for example, the one-, two-, and three-node relations require the same number of baseline, symmetry, transitivity, and equivalence trial types for their derivation, respectively. Thus all one-node relations would require two baseline and symmetry trial types. To illustrate, the one-node AC transitivity and CA equivalence tests would require AB, BC training and BA, CB symmetry, the one-node BD transitivity and DB equivalence tests would require BC, CD training and CB, DC symmetry, and so on. In contrast, whereas two-node relations would require three baseline and symmetry trial types plus two transitivity and equivalence trial types, three-node relations would require four baseline and symmetry trial types plus five transitivity and equivalence trial types. Given these equalities in requisite numbers of trial types, the LS protocol appears to be well suited to the study of nodality effects and circumvents the problem with the other protocol described by Sidman (1994) . The fact that the present study used the same protocol as many that previously reported the nodality effect discounts the potential implication that procedural variations may account for the lack of nodality effect found in Experiment 2. Arguably, the diminished effects of nodality observed in that experiment resulted from the extra FG (required for the five-node test) trials presented in the paced phase. Although this cannot be completely ruled out at this point, other aspects of the results of that condition did not reflect the possibility. For instance, had the extra FG trials been a factor, Rhonda's five-node accuracy and speed would have been expected to be higher than noted; instead, a trade-off between accuracy and speed was observed for both transitivity and equivalence trials (see Figure 6 ). This artifact certainly needs to be controlled for in future research. Finally, even if the outcome was due to the extra training, the results still argue that training amount, not nodality, is the critical variable.
From a reinforcement-contingency perspective, using the LS training structure to evaluate the nodality effect is confounded by certain attributes of the structure, such as the distribution of feedback among training trials and the number of trials presenting each relation represented by each nodal number. This is because LS training provides a shorter history of reinforcement for relations introduced late in training compared to those trained early, and it usually entails unequal numbers of trials testing untrained relations. It is for these reasons that special analytic or procedural manipulations have been adopted in the study of the nodality effect (e.g., Spencer & Chase, 1996) . The present study employed two such tactics. First, Experiment 2 controlled for the imbalance inherent in the training structure whereby relations trained later have shorter histories of reinforcement than relations introduced earlier in training. The paced procedure ensured overall presentation of equal numbers of trials of the trained relations while enabling assessment of nodality and relational-type effects, by presenting tests for transitivity and equivalence immediately following each baseline training block. This equated the effects of reinforcement by counterbalancing baseline trials with direct feedback in training with test trials presented without direct feedback. The results of the paced phase strongly suggest that this method was an effective way of equalizing baseline relations. Second, the relative balance accomplished by the selection of the most trained (with A stimuli as samples and comparisons) and the least trained (with G stimuli as samples and comparisons) relations for statistical analyses in both experiments, as in Spencer and Chase's study, fostered the assessment of the nodality effect within the LS structure. The two tactics combined to obviate the disparate histories of reinforcement on training trials and the imbalance in the number of trials testing emergent relations representing each nodal number in a standard LS structure. These procedures eliminated or diminished the nodality effect in the second experiment in a manner contrary to the associative distance notion (Fields & Verhave, 1987 ) but consistent with a reinforcement-contingency account (e.g., see Sidman, 1994, pp. 540-541) . Adding the speed contingency in the present study increased response speeds of all participants in both experiments, bolstering the notion that stimulus equivalence is a direct product of reinforcement contingencies. This is supported by the fact that Salma's data in Experiment 2 showed a graded further increase in speed commensurate with her latency requirement compared to that of Rhonda's in both experiments and Margo's in Experiment 1.
In contrast to the nodality effect, relationaltype effects were pervasive in both experiments. It should be noted, however, that the number of presentations of the various relational types in the two experiments was not designed to match. Nevertheless, there were equal numbers of transitivity and equivalence trials in the paced and massed phases of Experiment 2, but fewer of those than of baseline and symmetry trials. Perhaps this accounts for the tendency for response speeds to be similar on transitivity and equivalence trials compared to baseline and symmetry trials in that experiment (see also Bentall et al., 1993; Spencer & Chase, 1996) . It remains to be seen if control for the number of presentations of baseline, symmetry, transitivity, and equivalence trials would yield results similar to those in Experiment 2, namely, a diminished effect of relational types while response speeds on baseline, symmetry, transitivity, and equivalence trials were similar.
Response Accuracy, Response Speed, and Relatedness of Class Members
Studies of equivalence class formation customarily use accuracy or percentage correct measures of performance on conditional discrimination tasks. An accuracy measure of conditional discrimination is subject to errors of interpretation, however, because the same accuracy score (e.g., 50%) may reflect qualitatively different stimulus control across trials or across experiments, such as control by stimulus location versus hue (see Sidman, 1980) . In addition, response accuracy commonly peaks at or near 100% on tests for the properties of equivalence, as was the case in the present study, precluding further observation of changes in conditional discrimination performance (e.g., Bentall et al., 1998; Fields et al., 1995; Spencer & Chase, 1996 ; see also Fields et al., 1993) . Response speed avoided the characteristic limitation in accuracy of barring further explorations of relatedness among equivalence class members. In the present study, without the speed contingency, response speed continued to vary as a function of nodal number or relational type in both experiments when accuracy had peaked, allowing further assessment of the nodality effect.
With the speed contingency added, however, both response accuracy and speed varied as a function of nodal number and relational type. Accuracy no longer peaked at 100%. A similar effect of speed contingencies has been reported previously (Baron, Menich, & Perone, 1983) , in which increased errors accompanied increased response speed. The implication of this effect of the speed contingency in the present instance is twofold. First, meeting the two requirements for speed and correct responding may require participants to trade off accuracy for speed. Similar to the study of choice reaction time by Baron et al., however, the trade-off was not severe enough in the present experiments to render response accuracy irrelevant to the assessment of the nodality effect. Moreover, it is unclear what role the operandum plays in the tradeoff. Participants in Baron et al.'s study worked on a plunger and a telegraph key, but participants in the present study used a mouse to respond to stimuli. Perhaps dragging the mouse pointer to specific stimuli contributed to the trade-offs observed in Experiment 2. Future research on this subject should control for such factors. Second, the variations in accuracy performance resulting from adding the speed contingency in the present study revealed patterns of relatedness among members of equivalence classes, suggesting that speed and accuracy differ in their efficacy as measures of relatedness. More fundamentally, however, the results call into question the very notion of relatedness among equivalence class members, to the extent that with or without the speed contingency, the nodality effect that is usually construed as indicative of disparate relatedness was either diminished or eliminated when the numbers of relevant training and testing trials were matched, as was the case in Experiment 2.
The present procedures and findings suggest some new empirical and theoretical questions for equivalence research. Response speed, for example, was contingency shaped rather than instructed in the present study. Spencer and Chase (1996) found no difference between instructed and standard groups in the formation of equivalence classes. Might instructions influence nodality effects in classes established through the manipulation of speed? Or, for that matter, could the nodality effect be demonstrated by instructing participants to respond faster or slower on certain relations over others? In addition, can equivalence classes be based on various response speeds, such that classes of ''fast'' and ''slow'' determine correct responses, rather than arbitrarily specified sample-comparison relations defined by response accuracy? The answers to such questions may hinge as much on technology (e.g., touch screen vs. mouse click) as on the theoretical and practical relevance of stimulus equivalence for our understanding of complex behavioral phenomena such as language and language acquisition.
Conclusions
Many researchers have emphasized the importance of stimulus equivalence in a behavioral account of language and its relevance for explaining the generative nature of language (e.g., Imam & Chase, 1988; Sigurdardottir, Green, & Saunders, 1990; Stromer & Mackay, 1993; Wulfert & Hayes, 1988) . Presumably, when typically developing children utter novel instances of syntactically correct sentences, they do so within a time frame that is amenable to the flow of conversation. Speed of production of emergent linguistic forms is therefore important. Spencer and Chase concluded,
